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ABSTRACT
Comparative genomic approaches are useful in
identifying molecular differences between organ-
isms. Currently available methods fail to identify
small changes in genomes, such as expansion of
short repetitive motifs and to analyse divergent
sequences. In this report, we describe an anchor-
based whole genome comparison (ABWGC)
method. ABWGC is based on random sampling of
anchor sequences from one genome, followed by
analysis of sampled and homologous regions from
the target genome. The method was applied to
compare two strains ofMycobacterium tuberculosis
CDC1551 and H37Rv. ABWGC was able to identify
a total of 104 indels including 20 expansion of
short repetitive sequences and five recombination
events. It included 18 new unidentified genomic
differences. ABWGC also identified 188 SNPs
including eight new ones. The method was also
used to compare M. tuberculosis H37Rv and
M. avium genomes. ABWGC was able to correctly
pick 1002 additional indels (size>100nt) between
the two organisms in contrast to MUMmer,
a popular tool for comparative genomics. ABWGC
was able to identify correctly repeat expansion
and indels in a set of simulated sequences. The
study also revealed important role of small repeat
expansion in the evolution of M. tuberculosis
strains.
INTRODUCTION
Comparative analysis of fully sequenced genomes is
a powerful approach to detect and measure diversity
among organisms. It has become apparent in the last few
years that many biological properties including clinical
features can be inferred successfully from the analysis
of full genome sequences (1–4). In parallel a number of
experimental studies have been initiated to document
differences among closely related organisms and field
isolates in the form of sequence differences, such as single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), repetitive sequence-
based polymorphisms, variable transposon insertions,
recombination events, etc (5). Both these approaches
complement each other. In the context of pathogenic
organisms the results from these studies can help in
developing newer methods for diagnosis and identification
of drug and vaccine targets (6–8).
One of the major problems in understanding host–
pathogen relationship in many infections is to explain the
variety of clinical features ranging from asymptomatic
infection to different forms of invasive disease. Many of
the differences in the clinical features can be attributed to
genetic differences among pathogenic strains. For exam-
ple, comparative genome sequence analysis identified 1500
distinct genes present in pathogenic Escherichia coli O157,
H7 but absent in non-pathogenic E. coli strain K-12 (9).
These include genes involved in colonization and toxin
production, responsible for disease pathology. Among
mycobacteria, SNPs, insertion elements and genomic
deletions have been associated with clinical features of
different strains and species (10). In these organisms,
unlike many others, there is no evidence for the presence
of toxin genes which can be directly associated with
virulence. Comparative analysis of a number of different
strains and species of mycobacteria indicate that many of
the sequence polymorphisms arise from specific deletion
patterns. The genes affected by the deletions have
important roles in the biology of these organisms (11).
Since, deletions tend to be irreversible events (12,13),
the pattern of deletions can be used to deduce the
phylogeny of the mycobacteria. The distribution of
deletions suggests that Mycobacterium tuberculosis
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H37Rv has not originated from M. bovis (14,15) as
thought previously. Also, deletions along with other
mutational analysis can be used as markers to study the
evolution of genomes. The SNPs have also been used to
carry out phylogenetic analysis of M. tuberculosis strains
(16). Some of the identified SNPs in M. tuberculosis alter
activities of enzymes thought to be involved in pathogen-
esis. The results show that this species is highly clonal,
without detectable lateral gene transfer. Attempts have
also been made to associate virulence with insertion of IS
elements and repetitive polymorphic sequences (17).
Different markers have been deployed for typing clinical
isolates of M. tuberculosis, for example IS6110-based
restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) (18),
spoliogotyping, a PCR-based method using repetitive
elements at a single locus (19) and variable number
tandem repeat (VNTR) typing, a tool based on repetitive
elements (20). While these experimental approaches are
useful for detection of a few differences, they cannot
display total genomic diversity. Microarray hybridization
has also been used to map variations among strains and
isolates of mycobacteria (21,22). Though this approach
involves a large number of loci spanning the genome
subtle differences are likely to be missed, as coding regions
are normally used for making the arrays and detection is
based on hybridization. Computational methods based
on whole genome sequences may be more useful for
identification of small changes among genomes.
The existing computational approaches used for
identification of the diverged sites and regions between
genomes are based on complete genome alignment.
Several algorithms have been developed for alignment
of large sequences. These can be categorized as local
alignment and global alignment-based methods. Anchor
identification is the first step in global alignment-based
methods, such as DIALIGN (23), DBA (24), LAGAN
(25), GLASS (26) and AVID (27). While GLASS and
AVID use exact k-mers as anchors, substitutions or
mismatches are allowed in DIALIGN and LAGAN.
The consecutive anchor pairs are then aligned. These
methods are not able to identify genomic rearrangements,
such as inversions and translocations (28). On the other
hand local alignment techniques, such as MUMmer (29),
WABA (30), BLASTZ (31) and SSAHA (32) are able
to locate translocations and rearrangements. These
methods also use anchor-based strategies employing
slightly different approaches for anchor identification.
While MUMmer identifies exact matches, WABA allows
mismatches at the wobble positions. The local alignment-
based tools fail to identify short repeat expansions as these
are either shown as overlapping regions (MUMmer) or the
two overlapping regions are merged (WABA). Many of
these methods are not suitable for analysis of a pair of
diverged sequences as the anchors are not identified
properly or very few anchors are identified. Therefore,
there is a need for new genome comparison tools that can
analyse both closely related and diverged genomes with
capability to find indels, repeat expansions and rearrange-
ments, and other mechanisms contributing to genome
diversity.
In this article, we present a new method anchor-based
whole genome comparison (ABWGC) for identifica-
tion of divergent regions between genomes. We have
tested our method on different strains of a pathogen
M. tuberculosis. We have also analysed two different
species of mycobacteria to show that this method can also
identify divergent sequences, a feature not available in
many other comparative genomic tools. Based on the
comparison with other alignment tools we conclude
that ABWGC is a preferred method for finding small
changes in genomes such as small repeat expansion, indels,
rearrangement between closely related genomes and
analysis of divergent genomes.
METHODS
Let S (the query) and T (the target) be two genomes of
length N andM, respectively. We first select some random
positions on the query genome. Each of these positions
would be starting points of the anchors. The anchors are
of fixed length m and we require that these anchors be
non-overlapping. As such we need to ensure that there was
a minimum distance, L, between two successive random
positions, where L  m. We obtain this as follows.
Let x1; x2, . . . ; xN be a random permutation of the
numbers 1; 2, . . . ;N, where each permutation is equally
likely to occur. This random permutation is obtained by
the Mersenne Twister programme (http,//www.math.sci.
hiroshima-u.ac.jp/ m-mat/MT/emt.html). The random
positions of the anchors are constructed according to the
following iterative scheme,
let y1 ¼ x1;
and y2 ¼ xk1 , where k1 ¼ minfj > 1; j xj  y1 j Lg;
having defined yi and ki1 let
yiþ1 ¼ xki
where ki ¼ minfj > ki1; j xj  yl j
L for all l  ig.
We terminate this iterative scheme when it is not
possible to define any further y. Let fy1; y2, . . . ; yng be the
set of all possible y’s obtained by the above scheme.
We note here that y1; y2, . . . ; yn need not be in either an
increasing or a decreasing order. However, with a slight
abuse of notation assume that y1; y2, . . . ; yn are in an
increasing order.
Let ji denote the nucleotide at the position yi þ j in
the query genome S. Thus, for example ji ¼ A if the
nucleotide at the ðyi þ jÞth position in the query genome S
is A, etc. The string
AðiÞ ¼ 0i ; 1i , . . . ; m1i
represents the string consisting of m consecutive nucleo-
tides of the genome S starting at the yith position.
The strings Að1Þ;Að2Þ, . . . ;AðnÞ represents our
anchors at position y1; y2, . . . ; yn on the genome S. The
choice of yi’s ensure that these anchors do not overlap.
Based on these anchors we obtain a set of strings
Bð1Þ;Bð2Þ, . . . ;BðnÞ from the target genome T. The string
B(i) is that segment of T which gives the highest BLAST
score when compared with the string A(i) of the query
genome S.
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To fix notation, let the string B(i) start from the
position ti of the target genome T. Letting 
j
i denote
the nucleotide at the position ti þ j in the target genome,
we have
BðiÞ ¼ 0i ; 1i , . . . ; m1i :
We note that B(i)’s may be overlapping, and although
A(i)’s are arranged in an increasing order according to
their position in the genome S, B(i)’s need not preserve
that order.
Let
pi ¼ yiþ1  yi þ 1
and
li ¼ j tiþ1  ti j þ1;
i.e. pi is the inter-anchor distance in the S genome
(including the end points) and li is the distance between
the corresponding BLAST hits (the absolute value
taken so as to ignore inversions in location of the hits).
The positions of the anchors were recorded in order to
find inversions. In case of duplications there will be multi-
ple hits in the target genome T for an anchor Aðiþ 1Þ. The
expected position of Bðiþ 1Þ is estimated by adding pi of
the homologous anchor in the S genome with the position
of B(i). If an anchor is present in multiple copies, there
would be a number of hits with nearly equal mismatch
scores. The anchor, whose position is close to the expected
computed position, is chosen for analysis.
Mismatch score calculation
The proportion of mismatches between the strings A(i)
and B(i) was calculated between these strings. The
mismatch score is based on a binary scheme, a nucleotide
match between the string A(i) and B(i) was given a value
of 1 and a mismatch was given as 0. The sum of these
1s and 0s normalized with the length of the anchor
was a mismatch score of the anchor. More formally,
the mismatch score is given by the quantity CNS
(cumulative normalized score) given below. Let
 AðiÞ;BðiÞð Þ ¼ 1
m
Xm1
j¼0
dðji; jiÞ
where
dðji; jiÞ ¼ 0 if 
j
i ¼ ji
1 otherwise:

The mismatch score is
CNS ¼ 1
n
Xn
i¼1
ðAðiÞ;BðiÞÞ:
where n is the total number of anchors.
Estimation of anchor order
The gene-order approach used depends on the conserva-
tion of the genes (33), based on the same approach the
anchor order was estimated as follows,
For i ¼ 1; 2, . . . ; n 2 let
oðAðiÞ;BðiÞÞ ¼ 1 if ti < tiþ1 < tiþ2
0 otherwise;

where oðAðiÞ;BðiÞÞ is 1 if the anchor order is preserved
and it is 0 if there is a breakpoint in the synteny of the
two genomes. This oðAðiÞ;BðiÞÞ is used instead ðAðiÞ;BðiÞÞ
to obtain an equivalent CNS.
Identification of variable regions
All the pi and li where the difference between them was
>10 bp were extracted from genome S and genome T,
respectively. The extracted sequences were then globally
aligned to obtain the exact position of the insertion,
deletion and duplication. The position were then mapped
with the genome to get the coordinates of these events.
For identification of divergent regions due to nucleotide
alterations, a clustering approach was used. High scoring
anchors above a threshold were clustered and a sampling
procedure was carried out in the entire clustered region.
If the samples also followed the high scoring criteria
then the whole clustered region was a divergent region.
The divergent region flanking an anchor its boundaries
were extended in both the direction till a low scoring
region was reached. To know the precise boundaries of the
divergent region, the homologous regions from both the
S and T genomes were aligned globally. The parameters
such as gap open penalty and gap extension penalty were
changed according to divergence between the genomes.
The indels and duplications were then subsequently
identified.
Data
The full genome sequences of M. tuberculosis
strain CDC1551, H37Rv and M. avium subsubspecies
paratuberculosis K-10 strain were obtained from NCBI
(http,//www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/lproks.cgi). The
three strains of M. tuberculosis F11, C and Haarlem
have been isolated from South Africa, New York City and
Netherland, respectively and the complete genome
sequences are not yet available. The partial genome
sequence were obtained from Broad Institute (http,//
www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/genome/mycobacterium-
tuberculosis-spp/MultiDownloads.html). Three simulated
data sets were also prepared in order to quantify the
performance of ABWGC. The first simulated data set was
a DNA sequence of 3 kb extracted from the genome of
M. tuberculosis H37Rv in which 1 kb region was randomly
mutated. Another data set for simulation consists of
two DNA sequences which contains five and six copies
of a tandem repeat, respectively. In the third simulated
data set in a DNA sequence, two foreign sequences were
inserted with a gap of 10 nt between the inserted regions.
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Availability
The set of programmes which constitute ABWGC and
detailed instruction of their use can be obtained from the
corresponding author on request (anchalv@gmail.com,
av1563@students.jnu.ac.in, alok0200@mail.jnu.ac.in).
RESULTS
Description of ABWGC
Random sampling and determination of optimal anchor
length. The approach described here was based on
random sampling of fully sequenced genome sequences.
Short sequences of predefined fixed length were extracted
from random positions of a given genome (S) with
some restrictions as described in the Methods section.
These samples were used as anchors. BLAST algorithm
was used to get the homologous regions for each of the
anchors in the target genome T. A score was calculated for
each anchor, based on sequence mismatch with target
anchor and a cumulative normalized score (CNS) was
then derived encompassing all the anchors as described
in the Methods section. The CNS is essentially the average
score of all the anchors reflecting the level of diversity
at the nucleotide sequence level. Detailed analysis has
also shown that the final CNS score was independent
of sampling (data not shown).
To determine the optimum length, anchors varying
from 25 to 300 nt from M. tuberculosis strain H37Rv
(S genome) were extracted and compared with M. avium
(T genome). Figure 1 shows the change in CNS at every
sampling point for an indicated anchor size. The value of
CNS changed with increase in the number of samples
eventually reaching a plateau after about 3000 samples.
Sampling from a genome involved 10% of the total size
in terms of nucleotides. For all analysis, the value of
CNS used was the one obtained when the curve reached
a plateau. The value of CNS was similar if the anchor
lengths varied from 100 to 300 nt. However, there was a
marked difference in the score when the anchor size was
less than 100 suggesting that 100 nt could be the optimum
size of the anchor for determining divergence between
genomes.
Identification of diverged regions at the level of nucleotide
sequence. Anchors with high score in any pairwise
comparison correspond to divergent DNA segments.
For analysis of the diverged regions, the mismatch
score of each anchor was plotted in order to obtain the
overall distribution (Figure 2a). When two strains of
M. tuberculosis were compared, most of the anchors
had score less than 20 suggesting a high degree of
identity (Figure 2a and c). A few anchors had high
scores, suggesting that these may lie in diverged regions.
The boundaries of the diverged regions were identified
by clustering the neighbouring anchors with scores
above a threshold. The threshold value for the identifica-
tion of the diverged regions was obtained by the distri-
bution analysis of the scores of anchors obtained when
M. tuberculosis genome was compared with a randomly
generated sequence of the same length and base composi-
tion (Figure 2b and d). None of the individual anchor
score was less than 70. A threshold score of 20 was used
for subsequent analysis involving closely related organ-
isms, such as strains of M. tuberculosis H37Rv and
CDC1551. More sampling was carried out from the
entire clustered segment. If the anchors derived from this
sampling were also found to have high scores above
the threshold, then the entire clustered region was
considered to be the divergent region. To find a divergent
region around an anchor (a high score anchor flanked
by anchors with low scores) sampling was carried out in its
flanking regions. Sampling was stopped when a
low scoring region was reached on both sides of the
divergent anchor. Precise boundaries were then obtained
by aligning the putative divergent regions using a
combination of both local (Smith and Waterman
alignment) and global alignment (Needle and Wunsch)
methods (34,35). Apart from large variations it is also
possible to find small changes (for example SNP) in
nucleotide sequences. If an anchor mismatch score is
above 0 it indicates sequence mismatches. Precise location
of SNP was obtained by alignment of homologous
anchors. As, the number of anchors used in the analysis
covers 10% of the genome, the number of SNPs identified
may be a fraction of the total numbers present. Increasing
the number of samples would increase the detection rate.
Insertion, deletion, recombination and inversion. Inter-
anchor regions were extracted and anchor order was
Figure 1. Cumulative normalized score of different sized anchors.
Anchors, ranging from 25 to 300 nt, were extracted from random
positions of M. tuberculosis H37Rv genome. The homologous anchors
from M. avium were identified by BLAST. The mismatch score of each
anchor pair was used to calculate CNS. The anchor numbers represent
anchors that have been extracted sequentially in terms of the position
in the genome.
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determined from the nucleotide positions of the respective
anchors in the two genomes. All these measures were then
used to determine indels, duplications and disruption in
synteny. The differences in the lengths of inter-anchor
regions of S and the lengths between the corresponding
anchors of T genome were indicative of these events. The
plot of the distribution of inter-anchor lengths of two
closely related organisms is expected to contain most
points on or around a diagonal, reflecting small or no
change in the distance. The few points scattered around
the diagonal line depict small changes. Large alterations
can be identified as the points away from the diagonal
(Figure 3). The inter-anchor length distribution analysis
showed that >97% of the anchors were within 10 nt.
Therefore, a threshold of 10 nt was used to identify those
inter-anchor regions selected for further processing.
The selected inter-anchor sequences were extracted from
both S and T genomes and aligned using a global
alignment method to identify the indels. Both the strands
of the genome were taken into consideration while
extracting homologous inter-anchor regions. All the
indels obtained by ABWGC were checked again using
a BLAST analysis against the target genome for their
absence or presence in the target genome.
Figure 2. Distribution of individual mismatch score. For every randomly picked anchor and its homologous sequence in the target genome (T ),
a mismatch score was computed as described in the Methods section. The individual scores were plotted against anchors that have been extracted
sequentially in terms of position in the genome (S ). Homologous anchors on positive strand are shown by plus (þ) and those in complementary
strand by cross (). (a) Mycobacterium tuberculosis CDC1551 (S ) and M. tuberculosis H37Rv (T ); (b) M. tuberculosis CDC1551 (S ) and random
genome (T ). The frequency distribution plot of the scores of anchors (c) M. tuberculosis CDC1551 (S) and M. tuberculosis H37Rv;
(d) M. tuberculosis CDC1551 (S) and random genome (T ).
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Identification of repetitive sequences. An insertion event
would result from the addition of a stretch of nucleotides
or an increase in the number of repeats of a repetitive
sequence. In order to determine the nature of an insertion,
the inserted region was extracted and BLAST analysis was
carried out against the inter anchor region where the
insertion was originally found. The presence of repetitive
elements is indicated by multiple BLAST hits. Number
of hits is equal to the number of copies of the repetitive
sequence present in the region. The consecutive multiple
hit depicts tandem repeats. The results were confirmed by
tandem repeat finder (36).
Analysis of twoM. tuberculosis strains
ABWGC was applied to catalogue the genomic differences
between the two strains of M. tuberculosis. The strains
H37Rv and CDC1551 were used as S and T genomes,
respectively. The majority of the anchors displayed scores
in the range of 0–10 confirming a close evolutionary
relationship between the two genomes. However, high
scores, that is more mismatches, were observed for some
of the anchors, suggesting that these anchors correspond
to regions of divergence (Figure 2a). The anchors (17) that
map to the complementary strand of the T genome reflect
flipping of the sequences. The number of such events was
found to be five between these two strains (Table 1). The
two strains of M. tuberculosis H37Rv and CDC1551 are
99% identical in nucleotide sequence. Only two divergent
regions were obtained by our analysis which mapped to
MT1499 gene in M. tuberculosis CDC1551 and Rv3343c
in H37Rv. These genes code for PE-PGRS and PPE,
respectively. We also identified SNPs that map to the
anchors. Eight of these SNPs have not been reported
before though the SNPs observed by our analysis at the
default level of sampling, that is 10% of the genome, is
6.5% of that identified by MUMmer (Table 2). Inability
of the MUMmer to identify these eight SNPs may be due
to their locations in regions not aligned by MUMmer.
Analysis of the inter-anchor regions helped to identify
104 indels between the two strains. The majority of the
variations (85%) were restricted to the 50 or the 30 end
of the coding regions. Only a small fraction (15%) of the
insertions in M. tuberculosis H37Rv was mapped to
the intergenic regions. Among the protein-coding genes
(37), PE-PGRS and PPE genes accounted for the largest
family (17) of proteins affected. Previous studies have
shown that a number of large indels (>500 nt) are due to
insertion elements, such as IS6110 (37). IS elements are
not included in the results as these are easier to identify.
Eight non-IS elements-derived indels were also detected.
For example, an insertion of 653 bp in M. tuberculosis
H37Rv was located in Rv1091 gene, a member of
PE-PGRS family. Similarly, an insertion of 2273 bp
spanning the genes Rv2123 and Rv2124 was also found
inM. tuberculosis H37Rv. These changes are likely to alter
the functions of the genes.
The nature of the indels was identified by a detailed
analysis as described before. The results revealed that
many of the observed indels were actually due to an
increase in copy number of small tandem repeats
(Table 3). In M. tuberculosis H37Rv, 22% (10/45) of the
insertions were due to the increase in copy number of
small repeats and ten such expansion of repeats were
identified in M. tuberculosis CDC1551. Some of these
alterations do not change the reading frame of the
gene, resulting in a small insertion in the protein. For
example, an 18-mer repetitive element was present in
M. tuberculosis CDC1551 as two tandem copies. Three
tandem copies of the same element was found in
M. tuberculosis H37Rv (Figure 4a). Since the repetitive
motif (18) is a multiple of 3 the reading frame is
maintained. Deletions in M. tuberculosis CDC1551 invol-
ving PPE and PE-PGRS family (Rv0747, Rv01818c,
Rv3343, Rv2741) followed an interesting pattern. The
deletions involved a stretch of nucleotides containing
repetitive sequences (Figure 4b), suggesting that recombi-
nation between the repeats may have been instrumental in
the process of deletion. Some of the differences between
the two strains of M. tuberculosis, reported here, were not
identified by any previous study (Tables S1 and S2 in
Supplementary Data). All the small repeats identified by
ABWGC were essentially confirmed by tandem repeat
finder (Table 4). The differences were minor due to
doubling of the size of the repetitive sequences predicted
by ABWGC and mismatches allowed in tandem repeats
by tandem repeat finder.
An analysis was carried out with M. tuberculosis
strains F11, C and Haarlem to check if the variations
observed between the strains H37Rv and CDC1551 are
also seen in other strains. Since strains F11, C and
Haarlem are not fully sequenced, detailed analysis using
Figure 3. The inter-anchor length distribution. The anchors were
extracted from M. tuberculosis CDC1551 randomly as described in
the Methods section. These anchors were ordered in terms of their
position in the genome. The homologous of these anchors were from
M. tuberculosis H37Rv. The distance between two consecutive anchors
were computed for both genomes. These inter-anchor lengths of two
genomes were then plotted. The deviation from the diagonal
represents the difference between the inter-anchor length of a pair of
homologous anchors.
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ABWGC was not possible. In this analysis anchors
defining all the known insertions of H37Rv and
CDC1551 (S ) were used as query sequences against
sequences of strains F11, C and Haarlem (T ). The inserts
from CDC1551 genome were extracted and the presence/
absence of the 46 inserted regions were observed in all the
3 T genomes. Twenty seven deletion sites were identical in
size between H37Rv and F11 and variation was observed
at two sites (Table 5). Strain C and Haarlem showed 18
and 15 identical deletion sites, respectively. This suggests
that F11 is closest to H37Rv compared to other strains.
This was further confirmed by taking inserted regions
from H37Rv and comparing with the three strains.
Alteration in anchor order. Recombination events lead to
reorganization in genomes which can be observed as
conservation of genic synteny (38,39). Anchors can also
be used to determine reorganization in genomes. The
disruption in anchor order can easily be computed in
a pairwise comparison. The anchors which map directly
within transposable elements have been excluded from
the analysis. The results presented clearly showed that
such events occurred in mycobacterial genomes (Table 6).
In CDC1551, the breakpoints in anchor order were due
to transposable elements. Four breakpoints in anchor
order in H37Rv were found in comparison to CDC1551.
These regions map to genes Rv1316c, Rv2020c and
Rv3020c. All of these genes contained repetitive
sequences. Homologous recombination between these
repetitive sequences may be responsible for the changes
in anchor order (Table 6).
Analysis of the anchors in H37Rv and CDC1551
revealed a rearranged region in H37Rv. This region
contained a phiRv1 prophage within the biotin operon
(10). There is a repetitive element REP13E12 flanking
the rearranged region. Biotin is required as the growth
supplement in some strains of M. tuberculosis. Horizontal
gene transfer may have played a role in the integration
of the prophage and this event may have occurred before
M. tuberculosis became intracellular (40). The prophage
intergration may be the cause of rearrangement of the
genomic region in H37Rv. This region was also identified
as a flipped region where the homologous anchor mapped
to the complementary strand.
Analysis of two divergent speciesM. tuberculosis
andM. avium
In order to find out if homologous anchors can be
unambiguously identified in divergent genomes the
method was applied to two different species of Mycobac-
terium, namely M. tuberculosis H37Rv and M. avium.
The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 5.
The majority of anchor scores were above 10, showing
that the two genomes were not closely related. The
analysis revealed presence of 1811 indels in H37Rv
of size >100 nt. Moreover, four inverted regions were
identified. Some of the results are shown in the Supple-
mentary Table S3. It is clear from the analysis that it is
possible to apply anchor-based method to the analysis of
genomes of different species.
Evaluation of Performance
Mycobacterial genomes. A number of tools for com-
paring genomes have been reported. These include
Table 1. M. tuberculosis CDC1551 anchors that mapped to the complementary strand of M. tuberculosis H37Rv
Anchor start position Anchor end position Score Strand CDS Function
674519 674487 67 Minus Rv0578c PE-PGRS
1788224 1788125 0 Minus Rv1587c Partial REP13E12 repeat protein
1787355 1787256 0 Minus Rv1586c Probable phiRv1 integrase
1787238 1787139 0 Minus Rv1586c Probable phiRv1 integrase
1786632 1786533 0 Minus Rv1585c Possible phage phiRv1
1786225 1786126 0 Minus Rv1583c Possible phage phiRv1
1785944 1785845 0 Minus Rv1582c Possible phage phiRv1
1785225 1785126 0 Minus Rv1582c Possible phage phiRv1
1785007 1784908 0 Minus Rv1582c Possible phage phiRv1
1783666 1783567 0 Minus Rv1579c Possible phage phiRv1
1783346 1783247 0 Minus Rv1579c Possible phage phiRv1
1782637 1782538 0 Minus lies in intergenic region
1781837 1781737 0 Minus Rv1576c Possible phage phiRv1
1781292 1781193 0 Minus Rv1576c Possible phage phiRv1
1780682 1780587 5 Minus Rv1576c Possible phage phiRv1
1532953 1532854 0 Minus Rv1361c PPE FAMILY PROTEIN
1469637 1469538 0 Minus Rv1313c POSSIBLE TRANSPOSASE
Table 2 Unique SNPs of M. tuberculosis H37Rv and M. tuberculosis
CDC1551
SNP position
in H37Rv
SNP SNP position
in CDC1551
1789448 T-C 1780353
1789513 G-A 1780418
2266507 .-A 2267858
2266511 A-T 2267862
2266515 T-. 2267866
2266520 G-T 2267871
2266522 C-G 2267874
2338775 G-A 2341102
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DIALIGN (23), DBA (24), LAGAN (25), GLASS (26),
AVID (27), MUMmer (29), WABA (30), BLASTZ (31)
and SSAHA (32). Out of all these MUMmer has been
extensively used to align closely related bacterial genomes,
such as strains ofM. tuberculosis (10). The alignments can
then be used to identify and document the differences,
such as SNPs, indels, duplications and inversions. The
results obtained using ABWGC were compared with
those obtained by LAGAN and MUMmer. For this,
differentM. tuberculosis strains and species were used. The
results are shown in Table 7. MUMmer was used with
default settings (run-mummer 3 was used for the analysis).
While it identified 86 indels in the strain H37Rv (10),
ABWGC and LAGAN (25) located 104 such events,
which included the indels identified by MUMmer.
MUMmer identifies indels as the regions between two
consecutive MUMs that cannot be aligned. When two
strains of M. tuberculosis were aligned by MUMmer,
some overlapping MUMs were observed. These over-
lapping MUMs correspond to repetitive elements, and
exact position could not be located. The output from
LAGAN and MUMmer could not be processed to reveal
that the insertions, were due to change in copy number of
small tandem-repetitive motif. The local alignment tool
BLASTZ was also used to test its performance. The indels
identified by BLASTZ were fragmented as many short
indels rather than a single large indel. For example, an
insertion of 180 nt at 150882 in M. tuberculosis CDC1551
was identified by ABWGC and MUMmer but not by
BLASTZ.
For closely related genomes such as H37Rv and
CDC1551, complete analysis by ABWGC took <3 min
Table 3. Partial list of genomic alterations between M. tuberculosis CDC1551 and M. tuberculosis H37Rv
Nature of event Start position Sizea CDS Function
(A) M. tuberculosis CDC1551 compared to M. tuberculosis H37Rv
Insertion 71529 36 Intergenic region (2)
Insertion 150882 179 MT0132 PE PGRS family protein (1)
Insertion 483384 1357 MT0413 IS6110 (2)
Insertion 483384 1357 MT0414 IS6110 (2)
Insertion 483384 1357 MT0415 Hypothetical protein (2)
Insertion 624648 83 MT0556 PE-PGRS family protein (1)
Insertion 744075 532 MT0676 Glycosyl hydrolase, family 5 (1)
Insertion 804401 215 MT0730 50S ribosomal protein L23 (2)
Insertion 804401 215 MT0731 50S ribosomal protein L2 (2)
Insertion 960065 105 Intergenic region (2)
Insertion 1094076 11 MT1006.1 PE PGRS family protein (2)
Insertion 1096183 11 MT1008 PE PGRS family protein (2)
Insertion 1121702 14 MT1033 Hypothetical protein (1)
Insertion 1191499 192 MT1097 PE-PGRS family protein (1)
Insertion 1213836 44 Intergenic region(1)
Insertion 1442915 55 Insertion lies in the intergenic region(2)
Insertion 1480513 1674 MT1360 Adenylate cyclase (1)
Insertion 1612509 21 MT1479 Hypothetical protein (1)
Insertion 1632400 26 MT1497.1 PE-PGRS family protein (1)
(B) M. tuberculosis H37Rv compared to M. tuberculosis CDC1551
Expansion of repeat 24704 18 (2) Rv0020c Hypothetical protein (2)
Insertion 32351 36 Rv0029 Hypothetical protein (1)
Insertion 206812 56 Rv0175 Probable conserved mce associated
membrane protein (1)
Expansion of repeat 335812 18 (3) Rv0278c PE-PGRS family protein (2)
Insertion 337806 32 Rv0279c PE-PGRS family protein (2)
Expansion of repeat 427312 15 (4) Rv0355c PPE family protein (2)
Expansion of repeat 428188 59 (3) Rv0355c PPE family protein (2)
Insertion 577286 57 Rv0487 Hypothetical protein (2)
Insertion 577286 57 Rv0488 Probable conserved integral
membrane protein (2)
Insertion 840167 47 Rv0747 PE-PGRS family protein (1)
Insertion 1212109 77 Rv1087 PE-PGRS family protein (2)
Insertion 1217495 653 Rv1091 PE-PGRS family protein (1)
Insertion 1267172 57 Insertion lies in the intergenic region
Insertion 1895353 113 Insertion lies in the intergenic region
Insertion 2062036 89 Rv1818c PE-PGRS family protein (1)
Insertion 2074436 111 Rv1829 Hypothetical protein (2)
Insertion 2074436 111 Rv1830 Hypothetical protein (2)
Expansion of repeat 2163731 69 (3) Rv1917c PPE family protein (2)
Reported by
(1) Fleischman et al., 2002.
(2) ABWGC.
aNumber of copies is shown in brackets.
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on Pentium IV 3GHz CPU. The results clearly showed
that ABWGC is better in finding indels particularly those
due to changes in the number of repetitive sequences
compared to other currently available methods.
The results of analysis of M. tuberculosis strain
H37Rv and M. avium are shown in Table 8. Only indels
>100 nt are reported for comparison. The alignment of
the two genomes by MUMmer is represented as clusters of
MUMs. The regions between consecutive clusters are
those which MUMmer failed to align. ABWGC was able
to align these regions and identified probable positions of
differences. For example, an indel of 990 nt was identified
by MUMmer when H37Rv (starting from 399261)
H37Rv 335774 CCCGCCAGCGCCGCCGGCGCCGCCGTTGCCGATGAGCCCGCCGGCGCCGCCGTTG
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
CDC1551 335888 CCCGCCAGCGCCGCCGGCGCCGCCGTTGCCGATGAGC------------------
CCGCCGGCGCCGCCGTTGCCGCCGGCGCCGCCGTTGACGCCGGCC
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
CCGCCGGCGCCGCCGTTGCCGCCGGCGCCGCCGTTGACGCCGGCC
H37Rv 840102 GTGGGTTTGGCAGCCCCGCTGGGGCTGGCGGGATCGGCGGGGCAGGTGGGAACG
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
CDC1551 842291 GTGGGTTTGGCAGCCCCGCTGGGGCTGGCGGGATCGGCGGGGCAGGTGGGAACG
GCGGGCTGTTCGGCGCCGGCGGGACCGGCGGGGCCGGCGGGGGAAGCACCCTCG
||||||||||
GCGGGCTGTT--------------------------------------------
CCGGCGGCGCCGGCGGGGCGGGCGGCAACGGCGGGCTGTTCGGCGCCGGCGGCA
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
----CGGCGCCGGCGGGGCGGGCGGCAACGGCGGGCTGTTCGGCGCCGGCGGCA
(a)
(b)
Figure 4. Variation in repetitive motifs in M. tuberculosis H37Rv in comparison with M. tuberculosis CDC1551. Homologous inter-anchor regions of
M. tuberculosis CDC1551 and M. tuberculosis H37Rv were aligned. Repetitive motifs were identified automatically. (a) The 18-mer repetitive motif is
highlighted in red and blue colour; (b) Deletion of segment of nucleotides containing repetitive elements. Repetitive elements are highlighted in blue
colour.
Table 4. The tandem repeats identified in M. tuberculosis CDC1551 by
ABWGC and tandem repeat finder
ABWGC Tandem repeat finder
Indices Size Copy
number
Indices Size Copy
number
1121703–1121718 15 4 1121702–1121771 15 4.7
1612487–1612508 21 2 1612426–1612545 21 5.7
1946383–1946440 57 2 1946383–1946530 57 2.6
1974051–1974207 78 8 1973745–1974339 78 7.6
2143312–2143357 45 2 2143312–2143406 45 2.1
2160645–2160921 69 8 2160645–2161098 69 6.6
3730841–3730859 18 2 3730827–3730875 9 5.4
3940714–3940750 36 2 3940650–3940756 18 5.9
3941039–3941114 75 2 3941039–3941193 75 2.1
4149054–4149113 59 3 4149054–4149281 59 3.9
Table 5. Presence of indels in different strains of M. tuberculosis
SizeS H37Rv F11 C Haarlem
(A) Insertion present in M. tuberculosis CDC1551a
37(71529) P N N N
180(150882) P NA N N
103(424203) P N P P
83(624648) P N N N
533(744075) P N N N
216(804401) P P P P
106(960065) P P P N
12(1094076) P P N N
12(1096183) P P P P
15(1121703) P P N P
119(1191499) P P N N
45(1213836) P P N P
56(1442915) P P N P
21(1612487) P N N N
26(1632401) P N NA NA
207(1633340) P P P P
53(1644353) P N N P
10(1885207) P N N N
57(1946384) P N N N
156(1974210)* P P P P
6808(1978716) P P P P
15(2130692) P N N N
45(2143313) P N N N
276(2160446)* P P P N
5000(2266058) P N N N
115(2400403) P P N N
940(2629977) P P P P
767(2633468) P P P P
21(2701714) P N N N
676(2862694) P P P N
55(2985372) P P P N
(continued)
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was aligned with M. avium (starting from 4279373).
Our results showed two separate insertions in H37Rv
of sizes 231 (PE family) and 278 (13E12 family). In
addition to these genes, this region encoded aspartate
aminotransferase gene in both genomes (percent identity
of 87%). A partial list of some of the differences between
the predictions from the two methods is given in Table 8.
Overall it appears that ABWGC is a method of choice
when divergent genomes have to be compared.
On simulated sequences. The results presented so far
suggest that ABWGC is a better method for comparative
analysis of genomes for finding indels, particularly in
diverged genomes. This was further confirmed using
Table 5. Continued
SizeS H37Rv F11 C Haarlem
71(3114712) P P N N
59(3331026) P P P P
68(3418973) P P P N
2148(3524160) P P P N
4059(3705273) P N N P
18(3730860) P P P P
78(3733427) P N P N
75(3926618) P P NA NA
15(3928764) P P NA NA
35(3940688) P P NA NA
75(3940715) P P NA NA
117(3942726) P P P P
18(4086509) P P P NA
SizeS CDC1551 F11 C Haarlem
(B) Insertion present in M. tuberculosis H37Rva
18(24699) P P P P
37(32351) P N P N
57(206812) P N N N
18(335811) P P NA NA
33(337805) P N NA NA
15(427311) P P P P
60(428187) P N P N
58(577286) P N P P
48(840166) P N NA NA
874(886541) P N N N
79(1212108) P N NA NA
654(1217494) P N P P
90(2062023) P N P NA
75(2165327) P N N N
23(2180797) P N P P
57(2372437) P P N N
2273(2381411) P N N N
499(2704307) P N N N
213(3054706) P P NA N
54(3171467) P N P N
312(3501334) P P N N
63(3663826) P P P P
3197(3732759) P P N N
46(3935411) P P NA NA
189(3739700) P N N NA
30(3936241) P P NA NA
32(3934871) P P NA NA
640(3955464) P N N N
18(4359134) P P P P
aInsertion sites used in this analysis were defined by pairwise analysis of
the two strains H37Rv and CDC1551.
SInsertion site.
P: The presence of deletion.
N: Absence of deletion.
NA: Data not available.
*: M. tuberculosis H37Rv and M. tuberculosis F11 differ in deletion
pattern.
Table 6. Alteration in anchor order in M. tuberculosis H37Rv as
compared with M. tuberculosis CDC1551
Preceding anchor in Anchor in Succeeding anchor in
CDC1551/H37Rv CDC1551/H37Rv CDC1551/H37Rv
1481173/1481632 1482185/1480970 1483260/1482045
2265308/2268165 2267841/2266488 2271735/2269402
2629407/2633562 2631401/2633513 2634602/2637271
3887611/3893778 3888939/1532953 3890381/3895380
4244934/4252621 4245184/1469637 4245791/4253468
CDC1551 — M. tuberculosis CDC1551.
H37Rv — M. tuberculosis H37Rv. The numbers represent position in
the respective genome.
Figure 5. Distribution of individual mismatch score of anchors of
M. tuberculosis H37Rv compared to M. avium. For every randomly
picked anchor from M. tuberculosis H37Rv (S) and its homologous
sequence in the M. avium (T), a mismatch score was computed as
described in the Methods section. The individual scores were plotted
against anchors that have been extracted sequentially in terms of
position in the genome (S). Homologous anchors on positive strand are
shown by plus and those in complementary strand by cross.
Table 7. Repeats detected by ABWGC but not by MUMmer and
LAGAN. Data represent comparison of M. tuberculosis H37Rv with
M. tuberculosis CDC1551
Site of repeat Size of repeat Number of
copies present
24699 18 2
335812 18 3
427312 15 4
428188 60 2
2163731 69 5
2165328 75 3
2347415 58 3
3171467 54 2
33663826 63 2
3948753 603 2
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a set of simulated sequences. The first simulation data
contained DNA sequence of 3 kb in which 1 kb region
was mutated randomly to make a divergent region.
MUMmer identified the divergent region as an indel
when the simulated data set was compared with the
original sequence. In another simulated data set, six
tandem copies of a repetitive motif was inserted at a given
position. This sequence was compared with the same
sequence but containing five copies of the repeat.
MUMmer failed to identify the tandem copy correctly.
Both the sequences were correctly analysed by
ABWGC. In the third simulated example, two foreign
sequences were inserted with a gap of 10 nt. MUMmer
reported it as one large insertion whereas ABWGC
reported as two insertions. The results confirmed that
ABWGC is likely to be a better method for comparing
genomes in order to find and characterize indels and
expansion of repeats.
DISCUSSION
ABWGC fixes anchors randomly, followed by processing
of the anchor coordinates to get comparative identifica-
tion of diverged regions in terms of indels, repeats,
inversion, etc. Many genome alignment tools also use
anchors as the starting step. However, ABWGC differs
from other methods in terms of the way anchors are
generated and further processing of anchor information.
Though the method is not capable of identification
of all SNPs, it helps in identification of some of the
SNPs that map within an anchor region. In this study,
anchors totaling 10% of the total genome were sampled.
Increasing the amount of sampling will increase coverage
of the genome and it will be possible to find more SNPs.
Our preliminary results have shown that some of the
measures in ABWGC can be used to get a distance
estimate between genomes (manuscript in preparation).
Pairwise distance estimates can then be used to draw
genome trees, a feature not present in any other genome
alignment tools.
The results presented here using both real and
simulated data clearly show that ABWGC is a method
of choice in finding specific differences among genomes
compared to other genome alignment methods. The
nature of the indels is deciphered by further processing
of the data using global alignment tools. Since random
anchors usually flank indels, the alignment tools are able
to find correctly the indels and their positions unlike in
other methods. ABWGC is also useful in finding changes
in genomes due to increase or decrease in the number of
short repetitive sequences. MUMmer, AVID and GLASS
use exact matches for finding anchors. It is difficult to find
exact matches in diverged sequences. The problem is more
serious for non-coding regions which are more divergent
than coding regions. Since ABWGC allows mismatches
it is possible to identify homologous anchors in a pair
of diverged genomes.
Previous studies have indicated that SNPs and indels
have played a significant role in the evolution of
M. tuberculosis strains (40–46). Indels were found to be
mainly due to insertion elements (10,47). The major
finding of this study is the identification of all the
indels varying from one to hundreds of nucleotides.
In this study, detailed analysis of indels of <10nt was
not included. But our limited analysis has shown that,
like SNPs these are important for overall functional
diversity of an organism. For example, one nucleotide
insertion in coding region can change the reading frame
unless compensated otherwise. A large fraction of the
indels was due to expansion of short repetitive motifs.
The amplification/deletion of the repeat sequences is
thought to be due to replication slippage or unequal
recombination events or by single-stranded annealing
pathway (47). These processes may be responsible for
the observed repeat expansion. Presence of additional
copies of these motifs would in principle change the
proteome of mycobacterial cells as many of this map to
the coding regions and have a subtle effect on clinical
features. The surprising finding of this study is the large
number of variations found in the two strains of
Table 8. Partial list of insertions sites (size more than 100) in M. tuberculosis H37Rv and M. avium identified by ABWGC and MUMmer
H37Rv (ABWGC) M. avium (ABWGC) H37Rv (MUMmer) M. avium (MUMmer)
274317–274819 – 274206–275017 4075151–4075297
274878–275039 –
400011–400242 – 399261–401994 4279373–4281116
401167–401445 –
490659–490760 – 479482–490852 4341052–4344911
561809–562411 – 561712–562821 4425498–4425734
562459–562728 –
921821–921921 683450–683552 919347–923827 682088–686944
683619–683770
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M. tuberculosis. Since the strain M. tuberculosis H37Rv is
being cultivated for a long time and the strain
M. tuberculosis CDC1551 is relatively a new isolate, the
variations may be due to long-term in vitro cultivation of
M. tuberculosis H37Rv. In order to rule out this
possibility, the strain M. tuberculosis H37Rv was com-
pared with the recently cultivated isolates M. tuberculosis
F11, C and Haarlem and results showed that
M. tuberculosis H37Rv is much closer to M. tuberculosis
F11 compared to M. tuberculosis CDC1551. Therefore,
the observed indels in the strain M. tuberculosis H37Rv
were not due to long-term cultivation.
A number of experimental and a few computational
studies have been carried out to find genetic variations
in different strains and isolates of M. tuberculosis (10).
ABWGC was not only able to find all the reported
differences but also a number of other variations that have
not been reported so far. It will be interesting to see the
distribution of these variations among a number of clinical
isolates from patients with different clinical manifesta-
tions. Our studies agree with published results which
clearly show that M. tuberculosis undergoes genomic
changes characterized by SNPs, indels, repeat expansion,
etc. These can explain the level of phenotypic diversity
seen among clinical isolates (46,48). A number of studies
in prokaryotes have shown that multiple copies of tandem
repeats play critical role in the evolution of bacterial
genome. Occasionally, these changes can be correlated
with the phenotypic properties of the organism. For
example, the analysis of multiple locus variable number of
tandem repetitive sequences showed that the Dutch
Bordetella pertussis strain rapidly changed in late 1990s
(49). The change in repeat number has given a clue of
evolution. These changes influence antigenic variation
leading to altered virulence (49). Such tandem repetitive
elements have also been reported in Francisella tularensis
(50) and Neisseria meningitidis (51). Therefore, it appears
that changes in the number of tandem repeats may
be a general mechanism by which organism evolve.
Our findings about M. tuberculosis may be part of an
overall strategy for bacterial evolution. Identification of
such differences can help in identifying new diagnostic
markers and targets for vaccine and drug discovery.
In conclusion, our results show that ABWGC can be
a useful tool in comparative genomics, providing features
that are not available in other genome analysis tools.
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